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a b s t r a c t

This paper reports on our investigation of the effects of surface roughness on the equilibrium shape and
apparent contact angles of a droplet deposited on a fiber. In particular, the shape of a droplet on a rough-
ened fiber is studied via the energy minimization method implemented in the surface evolver finite ele-
ment code. Sinusoidal roughness varying in both the longitudinal and radial directions is considered in
the simulations to study the effects of surface roughness on the most stable shape of a droplet on a fiber
(corresponding a global minimum energy state). It is found that surface roughness delays droplet shape
transition from a symmetric barrel to a clamshell or an asymmetric barrel profile. A phase diagram that
includes the effects of fiber roughness on droplet configurations—symmetric barrel, clamshell, and asym-
metric barrel—is presented for the first time. It is also found that droplet apparent contact angle tends to
decrease on rough fibers. Likewise, roughness tends to increase the force required to detach a droplet
from a fiber but the effect diminishes as droplet size increases relative to the size of surface roughness.
The results presented in our study have been compared with experimental data or those from prior stud-
ies whenever possible, and good agreement has been observed.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Understanding the interactions between a droplet and a fiber is
of great importance to many applications. These applications
include, but are not limited to, droplet filtration/separation, spray
coating, electronic cooling, health and safety, fog harvesting, pro-
tective clothing, and medicine [1–6]. A simple manifestation of this
effect in nature is the dew formation on spider webs or cactus
spines, where life relies on the interactions between a droplet
and a fiber in arid climate. Droplet–fiber interactions have been
studied in many pioneering studies, and it has been shown that
the Apparent Contact Angle (ACA) happ of a droplet with a fiber
can be quite different from the Young–Laplace Contact Angle
(YLCA) obtained for a small droplet of the same liquid deposited
on a flat surface made from the same material [1–6]. Depending
on fiber diameter, fiber surface energy, droplet volume, and droplet
surface tension, two different conformations have been observed
for a droplet deposited on a fiber. The first conformation, the barrel

shape, tends to occur for larger droplets (relative to fiber), or for
when the YLCA is relatively small. The second conformation, the
clamshell, is mostly observed with small droplets, or when the
YLCA is relatively high. In the former conformation, the droplet
wets the fiber symmetrically while in the latter, the fiber is wetted
on one side only. There are also droplet–fiber combinations where
both of these conformations can be observed [4–11].

Roughness has been shown to affect the wettability of a surface.
Wenzel proposed a relationship between YLCA hYL and the ACA of a
droplet on a rough flat surface as cos happ = r cos hYL where r is the
ratio of the actual to the projected area of the rough surface [12].
However, the measured contact angles may not always match
the predictions of this simple equation (see e.g., [13–19]). The
knowledge gap is even wider when it comes to droplet contact
angle on rough fibers (see e.g., [20–24]), and this has served as
the motivation for undertaking the work presented here.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we
introduce our rough fiber equation and discuss the numerical mod-
eling approach used to simulate the 3-D shape of a droplet on such
a fiber (Section 2). We then present a validation study where we
compare the predictions of our numerical simulations with the
experiment for a few simple configurations in Section 3. Our inves-
tigations of the effects of surface roughness, fiber diameter, and
droplet volume on the shape and ACAs of a droplet deposited are

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.seppur.2017.02.049
1383-5866/� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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reported in Section 4. In this section, we also study the transverse
forces required to detach a droplet from a rough fiber for different
droplet–fiber configurations. Finally, the conclusions drawn from
the work are given in Section 5.

2. Numerical simulations

The surface energy minimization method implemented in the
Surface Evolver (SE) finite element code is used to simulate the
3-D shape of a droplet deposited on a rough fiber. SE has shown
to be accurate in predicting the air–water interface stability (see
e.g., [25–28]). In this section, we first present the equations for pro-
ducing a fiber having an arbitrary 3-D roughness, and then derive
an equation for the energy of a droplet deposited on such a fiber.
To our knowledge, no study has yet simulated or quantified rough-
ness on a fiber using a mathematical function. Although real
roughness is random in shape and arrangement, we considered
sinusoidal roughness for the sake of simplicity (sinusoidal func-
tions have also been used to model roughness on a flat surface
[17,29]). A rose function (a sinusoid in polar coordinates) can gen-
erate sinusoidal roughness at each cross-section of the fiber [30].
By multiplying that equation by another sinusoidal function for

the direction along the fiber axis, we obtain a 3-D roughness for
a fiber as shown in Fig. 1a.

Consider a fiber in the x-direction with a sinusoidal roughness
in the axial and preferential directions, described as

Rðx;aÞ � rf 1þ asin
2p
krf

x
� �

sinðxaÞ
� �

¼ 0 ð1Þ

where rf is the smooth fiber radius, Rðx;aÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y2 þ z2

p
is the local

radius of the rough fiber at any point, and a ¼ Arctan z
y is angular

position. In this equation, a is roughness amplitude, k is roughness
wavelength, and x ¼ 2p

k is the angular frequency of the roughness
peaks (see Fig. 1a). For the sake of convenience, we define dimen-
sionless roughness amplitude as ¼ a

rf
(note that b = a if rf = 1). SE is

used here to obtain the equilibrium 3-D shape of a droplet depos-
ited on a rough fiber by minimizing the total energy of the dro-
plet–fiber system. For a single-droplet–single-fiber system, the
total free energy E can be written as

E ¼ rLGALG � rLG

Z
ASL

cos hYLdAþ
Z
qhgdV ð2Þ

where rLG is the surface tension of the liquid and ALG and ASL are liq-
uid–gas and solid–liquid areas, respectively. Here, h represents the
vectorial change in the droplet’s centroid position caused by body
forces (zero in the absence of external forces), g stands for the body
force per unit mass, q represents the liquid density, and dA and dV
are area and volume elements, respectively.

Our simulations start by placing a droplet with an arbitrary
shape, but a fixed volume V, over the fiber and allowing it to evolve
to an equilibrium shape and position while maintaining a fixed
YLCA at the three-phase contact line. The surface evolver program
evolves the droplet shape via a gradient descent method toward a
minimal energy. In each iteration the contact line slips smoothly
over the bumps in a way that energy of the system decreases until
an equilibrium state is reached. A constraint was placed on the
fiber surface to prevent any portion of the droplet body to overlap
with the solid fiber (as the alternative would be non-physical).
Therefore, there would only remain certain areas of a valley
between two roughness peaks that a droplet contact line could
reside at equilibrium. It is also important to note that solution con-
vergence in these simulations depends more on the mesh density
long the contact line than it depends on the total number of mesh
used for the simulation. Convergence can often be achieved with a
coarse mesh when the fiber is smooth. However, for a rough fiber
an adaptive (dense) mesh near the contact line may become neces-
sary to capture the surface roughness. We used a mesh size equal
to k

12 along the contact line for rough fibers.
We also calculated the mean curvature of the droplet at each

point on the droplet surface (same at all points) for a few cases,
and used it in the Laplace equation to obtain the droplet pressure.
This pressure was then compared with that calculated by SE for
further validation and very good agreement was observed.

The tangent to the inflection point of a droplet profile on a fiber
has been considered as the ACA of the droplet in this work (see
Fig. 1b). While we initially determined the ACAs by fitting a curve
into digitized profiles of each droplet to find the inflection point
(where the second derivative of the profile goes to zero), we later
realized that similar ACAs can be measured from a computer
screen by naked eyes (with an average margin of error of about
3�). The latter was considered in our work for its convenience.

As it has been discussed in the literature, there are an infinite
number of ACAs (each corresponding to a local minimum energy)
that a droplet can exhibit on a rough surface while depending on
the position of its contact line on the surface asperities [13–19].
Fig. 1c shows examples of droplet profiles that can be observed
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Fig. 1. Side and cross-sectional views of our virtual rough fiber is shown in (a). The
inflection point and apparent contact angle are shown in (b). Overlaid images of
droplet profiles corresponding to different local minimum energies are shown in (c)
for a droplet with a volume of V = 0.84 nL on a rough fiber with rf = 15 lm, hYL = 30�
and x = 15. Droplet surface energy is plotted versus apparent contact angle in (d)
for droplet volumes of V = 0.84 nL (black symbols) and V = 3.37 nL (blue symbols).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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for a droplet with a volume of V = 0.84 nL and a YLCA of hYL = 30� on
a rough fiber with a radius of rf = 15 lm and roughness frequency
of x = 15 (under a gravitational force per unit mass of gz = 9.8 N/
kg). Fig. 1d shows droplet energy as a function of ACA for b = 0.1
and V = 0.84 nL and 3.37 nL. The ACA corresponding to the global
minimum energy is then taken as the ACA (32� and 42� for
V = 0.84 nL and 3.37 nL, respectively, for the case shown in the fig-
ure). In the remainder of this paper, we only report the ACA corre-
sponding to the droplet’s global minimum energy for each droplet–
fiber combination. In the absence of a universally accepted method
for measuring droplet contact angle on a fiber, we used the so-
called inflection point method to read the contact angles from dro-
plet images [3].

3. Experiment

A series of experiments has been conducted for validation pur-
poses, and are reported throughout the paper whenever possible.
These experiments were conducted using smooth Polypropylene
(PP) fibers supplied by Minifibers Inc. Propylene Glycol (PG) and
Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) were used in our experiments. PG
was obtained from Fisher scientific, and ULSD was purchased
locally. Note that compositions of ULSD vary in time and location
based on the source and supplier, and it may have contained some
small percentage of biodiesel. Nevertheless, droplet behavior
depends on the chemical composition through the surface tension
and fluid density, which both were measured before the experi-
ment (see the fluid properties in Table 1 and Fig. 2a for a schematic
of the experimental setup).

The size of the droplets deposited on the fibers was controlled
using the syringe approach [31,32]. In this method, two additional
fibers with the same material as the test fiber were used. The first
fiber was partially inserted into the needle of the syringe while the
second fiber was curled to form a loop and brought into contact
with the tip of the needle. When the syringe plunger is pushed, a
droplet with a known volume is formed and it is then transferred
to the looped fiber. When the droplet is trapped inside the loop,
it can then be easily transferred to the test fiber upon contact.
While this method allows placing small droplets on a fiber fairly
accurately, it is still possible to leave a small droplet at the needle’s
tip or on the auxiliary fibers. The droplets were imaged using an
Olympus DP25 camera (a 5-mega pixel digital color microscope
camera). The droplets’ volume was estimated by using a micro-
syringe in the experiments and also by weighing the droplet. Since
none of these methods is accurate enough for very small droplets,
we also used an image-based method for axisymmetric droplets. In
this method, the digitized image of the droplet is used to produce a
mathematical fit to the upper half of its profile. This mathematical
function is then used to obtain droplet’s volume via a simple inte-
gration in the axisymmetric domain [33]. Each experiment was
repeated three times and the results were averaged.

4. Results and discussion

In this section, we first investigate the 3-D shape of a droplet
deposited on a roughened fiber, and then, we study the forces

required to detach the droplet from the fiber in the transverse
direction.

4.1. Droplet equilibrium shape

Generally speaking, the possible droplet shapes on a fiber are
the barrel (symmetric or asymmetric) and clamshell shapes. These
configurations have been discussed in the form of phase diagrams
in many previous studies for droplets on smooth fibers (see e.g.,
[8]). In fact, we observed good agreement between the results
reported in [8] and those obtained in our preliminary simulations
when we considered the same fluid and fiber properties used in
[8]. The fibers used in [8] were smooth and fluid properties were
quite different from those of our study in this paper and so the
comparison is not shown for the sake of brevity. We start this sub-
section by first presenting a comparison between experimental
and computational data obtained for an ULSD or PG droplet shape
on a supposedly smooth Polypropylene fiber in terms of its volume
for the purpose of examining the accuracy of our numerical simu-

Table 1
Physical properties of test liquids at 20 �C.

Liquid Surface tension
(mN/m)

Density
(kg/m3)

YLCA
(�)

Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) 28 830 10
Propylene glycol 32.5 980 22
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Fig. 2. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in (a) along with an SEM
image of the polypropylene (PP) fiber used in the experiments (30 lm in diameter).
One-on-one comparison between droplet shape and apparent contact angles on a
smooth fiber with rf = 15 lm obtained from experiment and numerical simulation
for an ULSD droplet with V = 1.35 nL and hYL ’ 10� in (b), a PG droplet with
V = 1.54 nL and hYL = 22� in (c), and an ULSD droplet with V = 0.215 lL and hYL ’ 10
in (d).
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lations. We then move on to produce a phase diagram for droplet
shape on a rough fiber.

Fig. 2b shows an ULSD droplet with a volume of V = 1.35 nL,
deposited on a PP smooth fiber next to its computational counter-
part. The YLCA for ULSD with a flat PP surface was measured to be
hYL = 10�. Fig. 2c compares real and virtual PG clamshell droplets
having a volume ratio of V = 1.54 nL on a PP fiber with a YLCA of
hYL = 22�. The ACAs measured from the imaged and simulated dro-
plets are presented in the figures, and they are in good agreement
with one another. Similar comparison is given in Fig. 2d for an
ULSD droplet with V = 0.215 lL. The upper (huapp) and lower (hlapp)
ACAs are measured from the experimental images and were found
to be 41� and 84�, respectively, which are close to their numerical
counterparts of huapp ¼ 43� and hlapp ¼ 83�. Note that similar agree-
ment between contact angle values obtained from experiment
and numerical simulation have been observed for many other dro-
plet volumes, but not reported here for the sake of brevity.

Increasing the volume of a droplet causes a symmetric barrel-
shaped droplet to start becoming asymmetric with respect to the
fiber axis due to gravitational effects. To quantify this, we define
an asymmetry factor e = h1/h2 to represent the ratio of the dis-
tances between the fiber axis and the uppermost h1 and lowermost

h2 boundaries of the droplet. Fig. 3a shows the asymmetry factor
versus droplet volume for a ULSD droplet deposited on a PP smooth
fiber with a radius of rf = 15 lm. In this paper, we arbitrarily choose
an asymmetry factor of e = 0.85 as the lower limit for a barrel
shaped droplet to be referred to as symmetric. As can be seen in
Fig. 3a, experimental and numerical results are in good general
agreement with one another. The slight mismatch between the
experimental and numerical results seems to originate from (1)
the assumption of hYL � 10� for ULSD with PP surface, and (2) the
difficulties in measuring the volume of a clamshell droplet on a
fiber accurately. The sudden decrease (from e � 0.1 to e = 0) in
the data obtained from simulations for a droplet volume of about
V = 0.83 mL indicates that the asymmetric barrel-shaped droplet
has transformed to a clamshell droplet.

Fig. 3b shows the effects of fiber roughness on droplet shape
obtained for a fiber with a diameter of rf = 15 lm, a roughness fre-
quency ofx = 15, an YLCA of hYL = 30�, but different fiber roughness
amplitudes of b = 0, 0.01, and 0.1. These results indicate that for
rougher fibers, the transition from a symmetric barrel to an asym-
metric barrel shape takes place at a larger droplet volume. In other
words, a barrel shape droplet has a stronger tendency to remain
symmetric when the fiber is rougher. The inset of Fig. 3b shows
the volume of the largest droplet that can remain attached to a
fiber under gravity. It can be seen that maximum droplet volume
increases with increasing fiber roughness. These results are consis-
tent with the predictions of the Wenzel equation: roughness
makes a ‘‘philic” surface more ‘‘philic”.

Fig. 4 shows a phase diagram obtained numerically for possible
configurations of a droplet on a rough fiber. Here, we considered a
fiber with a radius of rf = 15 lm, a YLCA of hYL = 30�, and a rough-
ness frequency of x = 15. In this figure, the squares, triangles,
and circles represent the conditions where the possible droplet
configurations are symmetric barrel shape, coexisting symmetric
barrel and clamshell, and coexisting asymmetric barrel and clam-
shell droplets, respectively. The symmetric barrel shape seems to
be the dominant droplet shape when the droplet volume is small
or when the fiber roughness amplitude is high. While increasing
the droplet volume or decreasing the roughness amplitude (on a
relative basis), the clamshell shape also becomes a possibility. To
quantify the degree of asymmetry in barrel-shaped droplets, the
asymmetry factor e (not applicable to clamshell droplets) is
obtained and is added to Fig. 4. It can be seen that e increases with
increasing fiber roughness b indicating that a droplet can better
retain its symmetric barrel shape on a rough fiber. The effects of
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gravity is negligible when the droplet is small, and so the droplet
shape appears like a symmetric barrel. The effect of gravity
becomes more significant when the droplet volume is large; grav-
ity tends to pull the droplet downward causing it appear like an
asymmetric barrel. Increasing the roughness of a fiber increases
the wetted area (solid–liquid contact area) of the fiber. This in turn,
increases the fiber’s capillary forces (in comparison to the gravita-
tional force) and delays droplet shape transitioning from a sym-
metric shape to an asymmetric shape.

4.2. Apparent contact angle

In this subsection, we investigate how droplet ACA on a fiber
varies with fiber roughness. Fig. 5a shows how varying b from

0.01 to 0.1 affects a droplet’s ACA. It can be seen that ACA decreases
with increasing the amplitude of the roughness for both droplet
volumes considered, although the effect seems to be stronger for
the smaller droplet. Note also that droplet ACA increases with
increasing droplet volume.

Droplets forming a clamshell shape are studied in Fig. 5b. It can
be seen that ACA for a clamshell droplet decreases with increasing
fiber roughness. Similar to the results given in Fig. 5a, the rate of
decrease in ACA is lower for the larger droplet. We believe the
appearance of an upward trend for the droplet with a volume of
0.84 nL in Fig. 5b is due mostly to errors associated with ACA mea-
surement. Fig. 5b also shows that ACA increases with increasing
volume of the droplet on a fiber. Furthermore, comparing the
results given in Fig. 5b to those in Fig. 5a, one can see that the
ACA is higher for clamshell droplets.

Fig. 5c presents upper (huappÞ and lower (hlapp) ACAs for asymmet-
ric droplets with two different volumes versus fiber roughness
amplitude. It can be seen that hlapp (blue symbols) slightly decreases
with increasing fiber roughness, as increasing fiber roughness
works against droplet shape becoming asymmetric. However, the
effect of roughness on huapp seems to be negligible. Generally speak-
ing, effects of roughness becomes negligible when droplets are lar-
ger as was previously discussed for flat surfaces [13–19].

To investigate how surface roughness frequency x can affect
the ACA of a droplet, we considered a barrel shape droplet with a
volume ratio of V = 3.37 nL in Fig. 6. This figure shows only the
ACA corresponding to the global minimum energy of the droplet
as a function of fiber roughness frequency x. It can be seen that
ACA decreases as x increases, but the change in ACA tends to
become negligible as roughness frequency increases. This observa-
tion is consistent with that reported in [13–19] for the effects of
frequency of variation of a surface chemical heterogeneity (or dro-
plet volume relative to heterogeneity length scale) on ACA. Our
numerical simulations indicate that roughness amplitude gener-
ally has a greater effect on a droplet ACA than roughness frequency
for the range of the dimensions studied in this paper.

4.3. Detachment force

Our study in this section is aimed at predicting the force
required to detach a droplet from a fiber in the direction normal
to the fiber axis. To do this, we first obtain an equilibrium shape
for the droplet on the fiber in the absence of any body force. We
then apply a small body force to the droplet and incrementally
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of this article.)
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Fig. 6. Effects of roughness frequency on apparent contact angle is shown using a
barrel shaped droplet with a volume of V = 3.37 nL on a rough fiber with a radius of
rf = 15 lm and a YLCA of hYL = 30�.
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increase it with an arbitrary increment of Dgz = 9.8 N/kg (one grav-
ity) until no stable shape can be obtained for the droplet on the
fiber. The largest body force under which a stable droplet shape
could be obtained (plus an increment of Dgz) is then taken as the
force required to detach the droplet from the fiber. It should be
noted that for the YLCA range considered in our study, it is quite
possible for a detaching droplet to break up into a large portion
leaving the fiber and a small portion remaining on the fiber (leav-
ing a residue behind on the fiber). Note that the simulation method
used in this work cannot be used to model the dynamics of droplet
detachment or the volume of the droplet residue on the fiber after
detachment.

Fig. 7 shows the force required to detach a droplet from a fiber
versus droplet volume for different surface roughness amplitudes.
The inset in Fig. 7 shows a droplet with a volume of V = 0.84 nL
under different body forces. It can be seen that the droplet’s origi-
nal symmetric barrel shape transforms first into an asymmetric
profile and then to a clamshell configuration upon increasing the
body force. The droplet eventually detaches from the fiber with
an elongated clamshell shape. The results presented in Fig. 7 indi-
cate that detachment force per unit mass decreases with increasing
droplet volume. More interestingly, it can be seen that detachment
force increases with increasing fiber roughness (roughness appears
to make the fibers more philic), but the effect becomes negligible
as droplet size increases.

In a pioneering study, the cantilever tip of an AFM microscope
was used to detach a droplet from a smooth fiber and measure
its detachment force [36,37]. This unique approach allowed the
investigators to examine a variety of fluids on ‘‘philic” and ‘‘phobic”
fibers and to produce an empirical correlation for the droplet
detachment force from a fiber in terms of droplet contact-line
length and fluid’s surface tension (but not droplet size or its con-
tact angle with the fiber) [37]. However, the correlation in [37]
over-predicts the detachment forces obtained in our study by 6
orders of magnitude. We conjecture that the mismatch is due to
the use of inconsistent units in this correlation (as well as the data
given Figs. 6, 7, and 8 of Ref. [37]). The detachment forces shown in
Fig. 7 for the smooth fiber are of the same order of magnitude as
those in [34–36].

It is worth mentioning that the values reported here for droplet
detachment force per mass from a fiber with a radius of 15 mm can

be used to predict those for droplets with different diameters (or
surface tensions and/or densities) from fibers with different diam-

eters as long as the Bond number Bo ¼ qgr2
r

� �
and the dimension-

less droplet volume V
r3
f
are kept constant. For a constant Bond

number and a constant dimensionless droplet volume, changing
the fiber diameter from d1 to d2, increases the detachment force

per mass by a factor of r2
r1

� �
q1
q2

� �
cos hYL2
cos hYL1

� �n
d1
d2

� �2
where r1 and hYL1,

and r2 and hYL2 are the surface tension and YLCA of the droplet
on the fiber with diameter d1, and on the fiber with diameter d2,
respectively. n is number that may vary between zero and one,
and it characterizes the impact of the YLCA on detachment
force—a parameter that can only be determined accurately in a
future investigation. Using such relationships, one can see that
the droplet detachment forces reported here for smooth fibers
are in good agreement with those reposted previously in [28] for
droplets with different diameters and fluid properties deposited
on fibers with different diameters.

5. Conclusions

The wetting behavior of a droplet deposited on a rough fiber is
investigated in this paper. The results of our study are condensed
into a phase diagram that, unlike those reported previously [8],
includes the effects of fiber roughness on droplet configurations.
Our results indicate that the occurrence of different droplet shape
configurations on a fiber (symmetric barrel, clamshell, and asym-
metric barrel) depends on fiber roughness, droplet volume, and
fiber radius. In particular, it was shown that roughness increases
the tendency of a droplet to retain its symmetric barrel shape as
droplet volume is increased. Following the established knowledge
that a droplet on a flat surface comprised of 2-D roughness or
chemical heterogeneity [15], we quantified the effects of surface
roughness on the most stable apparent contact angle (correspond-
ing to a global minimum energy) attainable for a droplet deposited
on a fiber with 3-D roughness. It was found that apparent contact
angle decreases with fiber roughness, however the effect becomes
less significant when increasing the droplet size relative to rough-
ness amplitude or frequency [15,18]. We also calculated the force
required to detach a droplet from a rough fiber, and showed that
this force increases with increasing fiber roughness or decreasing
droplet volume. Likewise, the effects of roughness of detachment
force becomes less significant when droplet volume was increased.
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